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Still the Centnry 01 Corporatlsm?*

Philippe C. Schmittpr

The twentieth century will be the century of corporatism just
as the nineteenth was the century of liberalism . . .

MihaTI Manoílesco

Until recent1y, Manoílesco's confident prediction could easily
be dísmíssed as yet another example of the ideological bias, wishful
thinking and overinflated rhetoric of the thirties, an lvénementielle
response to a peculiar environrnent and period.! With the sub-
sequent defeat of fascism and National Socia1ism, the spectre of
corporatism no longer seemed to haunt the European scene so fatal-
istica11y. For a whi1e, the concept itself was virtuaUy retired from
the active lexicon of polities, although it was left on behavioral
exhibit, so to speak, in such museums of atavistic political practice
as Portugal and Spain.

Lately, however, the spectre is back amongst us-verbally at
least-haunting the concems of contemporary social scientists with
increasing frequency and in multiple guises. Almost forty years to
the day when Manoilesco declared that "the ineluctable COUIse of
fate involves the transfarmation of alI the social and political in-
stítutíons of our times in a corporatist direction,"2 perhaps we
should again take bis prediction seriously and inquire whether we
might still be in the century of corporatism-but on1y just becom-
ing aware of it.

The purposes of this essay are to explore various usages of the
concept of corporatism, to suggest an operational definition of it
as a distincuve, modem system of interest representation, to discuss
the utility of distinguishing subtypes of corporatist development and
practice and, finally, to set forth some general hypotheses "explain-
ing" the probable context of its emergente and persistente.

• An Intemational Affairs Fellawship Irom the Oouncil on Foreign Rela-
tions (New Yark) for the academic year 1973-74 and the generous inírastruc-
tural support aí the European Center af the Carnegie Endawment for Inter-
national Peace have made this research passible. Specifically I would like to
thank Ma. Barbara Biahop aí the European Center far having deciphered my
handwriting and prepared B. legible manuscript,

1 Mihan Manoílesco, LI SUcle du Corporatisme. rev. ed. (Paris, 1936).
The original edition was published in 1934-.

2 tsu; p. 7.
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The first step, I propose, is to rescue the concept of corporatism
. frorn various usages of it which have crept into the literature and

which seem (to me) to do more to dissipate or to disguise than to
enhance its utility. On the one hand, it has become such a vaguely
bounded phenomenon that, like clientelisrn, it can be found every-
where and, hence, is now here very distinctive; on the other hand,
it has been so narrowlv attached to a single politicaI culture, regime-
type or macrosocietal configuration that it becornes, at best, unique-
Iy descriptive rather than comparativeIy analytic.

Undoubtedly, the most difficult task is to strip the concept of
its pejorative tone and implication. This is made all the more dif-
ficult by the fact that-unlike the thirties--there are very few
regimes today who overtly and proudly advertise themselve<! as
corporatíst, lt, therefore, becomes a tempting game to unveil and
dcnounce as corporatist practices which regimes are condoning or
promoting under other labels, such as "participation," "collabora-
tive planning," "rnixed representation," and "permanent consulta-
tion." On the other hand, ii corporatism is left to rnean simply
"interest-group behavior or systems I do not like" and /or used
synonymously with such epithets as "fascist" and "repre;sive," then
it can becorne of little or no utility for purposes of systematic com-
parison. This is not to say that those who use the concept must
somehow be enjoined from uttering evaluative statements or even
from express.ing strong nonnative reactions to its role or conse-
quences, I have now studied several corporatist systems and come
openly to quite finn personal judgments about each of them.
But, 1 hope that thase who disagree on i15 desirability can at least
arrive at some common prior agreemenr as to the empirical referents
which identify its basic structure and behavior. They then can dis-
pute the costs and benefits and the intrinsic "goods" and "bads" it
produces,

ln my work I have found it useful to consider corporatism as
a system of interest andjor attitude representation, a particular
modal or ideal-typical institutional arrangement for linking the
associationally organized interests of civil society with the decisional
structures of the state. As such it is one oi several possible modem

. configurations of interest representation, of which pluralism is per-
haps the best-known and most frequently acknowledged altemative
-hut more about that below.
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Restricting the concept, so to speak, to refer only to a specific
concrete set of institutional practices or structures involving the
representation (or misrepresentation) of ernpirically observable
group interests has a number of important implications, These
sharply differentiate my preferred usage from those of several others
who have recently employed the same conceptual label.

First, by defining corporatism in terms of its praxis, the concept
is liberated from its employment in any particular ideology or sys-
tem of ideas.3 While, as will become manifest in later sections of
this essay, I am quite interested in the arguments put forth by par-
ticular proponents of modem or neocorporatism, my reading of its
use in the recent history of ideas suggests that an extraordinary'
variety of theorists, ideologues and activista have advocated it for
widdy divergent motives, interests and reasons.

These range from such romantic, organic theorists of the state
as Friedrich Schlegel, Adam von Müller, G. W. Friedrich Hegel
and Rudolf Kjellen; to the pre-Marxist, protosocialists Sismondi,
Saint-Simon and Proudhon; to the Social Christian, ethical1y tradi-
tionalist thought of Wilhelm von Ketteler, Karl von Vogelsang,
the Marquis de la Tour de Pin, Albert de Mun and, of course,
Popes Leo XIII and Pius XI; to the fascist authoritarianism of
Giuseppe Bottai, Guida Bortolotto, Giuseppe Papi and Francesco
Vito; to the secular modernizing nationalism of a Mihaíl Manoí-
lesco; to the radical (in the French sense) bourgeois solidarism of
Léon Duguit, Joseph-Paul Boncour, Georges Renard and Emile
Durkheim; to the mystical universalisrn of an Ottmar Spann; to
the internationalist functionalism of Giuseppe de Michelis and
David Mitrany; to the reactionary, pseudo-Catholic integralism of
Charles Maurras, Oliveira Salazar, Marcello Caetano and Jean
Brêthe de la Gressaye; to the technocratic, procapitalist reformism
of Walter Rathenau, Lord Keynes and A. A. Berle, Jr.; to the
anticapitalist syndicalism of Georges Sorel, Sergio Panunzio, Ugo
Spirito, Edmondo Rossoni, Enrico Corradini and Gregor Strasser;
to the guild socialism of G.D.H. Cole, the early Harold Laski,
S. G. Hobson and Ramiro de Maeztu; to the communitarianism

a For ao example of such a definition by ideology, see James Malloy,
"Authoritarianism, Corporatinn and Mobilization in Peru," elsewhere in this
volume. Also Howard Wiarda, "The Portuguese Corporative System: Basic
Structures and Current Functions" (Paper prepared for the Conference
Group on Modem Portugal, Durham, N.H., Oct. 10-14, 1973). ln both C3Se1
the authon were heavily, if not exclusively, influeneed by "Social Christian"
venions of corporatist thought.
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or bourgcois sociaIisrn of a François Perroux ar an Henri de Man-
not to mention such contemporary advocates as Bernard Crick,
W. H. Ferry, Pierre Mendes-France and David Apter.

All of th~and the Iist is by no means complete nor are the
above groupings by any means sharply distinctive4-have con-
verged upon the advocacy of an institutional re1ationship berween
the systerns of authoritative decision-making and interest repre-
sentation which can be considered as generically torporatist by my
praxiological definítion (and frequently defined as such by the
authors themsclves), although they conceived of this arrangement
as involving radically different structures of power and influenee,
as benefiting quite dístinct social classes, and as promoting dia-
metrically opposite public policies.

A French student of corporatism described the situation quite
well when he said:

The anny of corporatists is so disparate that one is Ied to think
that the word, corporation, itself is Iike a label placed on a whole
batch of bottles which are then distributed among diverge pro-
ducers each of whom fills them with the drink of bis choice. The
consumer has to look carefully.s

The situation is even further confused by the fact that many con-
temporary theorists, ideologues and activists are peddling the sarne
drink under yet other labels,

r \ Not onIy is corporatísm defined as an ideology (or worse as a
_weltanschauung) difficult to pin down to a central set of values ar

beliefs and even more difficult to associate with the aspirations or
interests of a specific social graup, but virtuaIly all detailed em-
pírica] inquiries of corporatist praxis have shown its performance
and behavior to be at considerable variance-if not diametricalIy
apposed-to the beliefs manifestly advanced by its verbal defenders,
As another French scholar of the forties (himself an advocate of
corporatism à sa maniere) observed, "The reality of existing cor-
poratisms is, without a doubt, infinitely Iess seductive than the doe-
mne."6 Contemporary conceptualizations of corporatism based

• To thia article I have appendixed a working bibliography of some 100
títles which seern important to ao understanding of the ideological and praxio-
logical bases of corporatism up to and including the interwar period.

(I Louis Baudin, Le Corporatisme. Ltalie, Portugal, .A.llemagyu, Espagne,
France (Paris, 1942), pp. 4-5.

• Auguste Murat, Le Corporatism« (Paris: Les Publications Techniques,
1944), p. 206. For excellent critica] treatments of corporatist practice in the
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exclusively on the stated motives and goals of actors or their apelo-
gists tend only to obfuscate this "less tban seductive" reality in
praxis. ._

ln short, I find there is simply too much normative variety and
behavioral hypocrisy in the use of the corporatist ideologicallabeI
to make it a useful operational instrument for comparative analysis.

Nor do I find it ve:ry productive to consider corporatism to be-
an exclusive part or a distinctive product of a particular political
culture, especially one linked to some geographical1y cirtumscribed
arca such as the Iberian Peninsula? or the Mediterranean.8 This
approach to corporatism not only runs up against the usual (and
in my view, well-founded) criticisms raised against most, if not alI,
political-cultural "explanations'w-Lespeciallv against those based
OD impressionistit evidence and circular reasoning10-but also fails
1930's, see Roland Pré, L'OTganiration des rap ports économiques et sociaux
dans les pays à rlgime cOTPoratif (Paris, 1936); Louis Rosenstock-Franck,
L'Economie corporatiue [asciste en âoctrine et en fait (Paris, 1934; and
François Perroux, Capitalisme et Communauté de Travail (Paris, 1937), pp.
27-178.

7 For a subtle, institutionally sensitive presentation of this argument, see
Ronald Newton "00 'Functional Groups,' 'Fragmentatian' and 'Pluralism'
in Spanish American Politica! Society," Hispanic American Historical R,view
L, no. 1 (February, 1970), 1-29. For an approach which relies essentially on
an ill-defined, Catholic weltanschauunglich argument, see Howard Wiarda,
"Toward a Framework for the Study of Politicai Change in the Iberic-Latin
Tradition," World Politics XXV, no. 2 (January, 1973), 206-235.

8 See especially the argument by Kalman Silvert, "The Costs of Anti-
Nationalism: Argentina," in K. Silvert, ed., Ex pectant Peoples (New York,
1967) pp. 358-61. Also bis Man's POWIT (New York, 1970), pp. 59-64, 136-
8; "National Values, Development, and Leaders and Followers,' InternaJionaI
Social Science [ournal XV (1964), 560-70; "The Politics of Economic and
Social Change in Latin America," The Sociological Rwiew Monograph XI
(1967), 47-58.

II A.3 Max Weber scornfully put it to earlier advocates oí politicai cultural
explanations, "the appeal to national character is generally a mere confessicn
of ignorance." The Protestant Ethic and th« Spint of Capitalismo p. 88, as
cited in Reinhard Bendix, Mu Weber: An Intellectual Portraü [New York,
1962] p, 63, fn. 29).

10 Such reasoning has been particularly prevalent among Anglo-Saxon
students of Latiu America where, from the start, these area specialists seem
to have drawn the following syl1ogism: "Latin Americana behave differently
from North Americana; Latin America was colonized by Spain and Portugal;
North Ameriea by Great Britain; Latin Americana are Catholics, North Amer-
icana are predominant1y Protestant ; ergo, Latin Americana behave differently
from North Americana because of their Catholic-Iberian heritage I"

The few systematically comparative studies of attitudes which have in-
cluded both Latin and North American samples have generally concluded that
once one controls for education, class, center-periphery residence, age, etc.,
residual dífferences that could be assigned specifically to culture are atatistically
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completcIy to explaín why similar configurations and bebavior in
interest politics have emerged and persist in a great variety of cul-
tural settings, stretching from Northern Europe, across the Mediter-

• ranean to such exotic places as Turkey, Iran, Thai1and, Indonesia
and Taiwan, to name but a few. This form of pseudoexplanation
also carmot contribute much to answering the questíon of why,
even within the presumed homeland of such an ethos, that is, the

- lberian Peninsula and its "fragmenta," corporatism has waxed and
waned during diHerent historical periods. Are we to believe that
politicaI culture is a sort of "spigot variable" which gets turned on
every once in a while to produce a different systern of functional
representation? A1so we might ask, why do societies supposedly
sharing the sarne general ethos exhibir such wide diversity in in-
terest-group values, practíces and consequences? .Byall empirically
available standards, Spain is more Catholic tban Portugal, Colem-
bia more so than .Brazil, yet in each case it is the latter whích has
by far the more corporatist system. At best, then, culturalisr argu_
ments must be heavily supplemented to account for such embar-
rassing deviations in outcome.

Finally, since thase who have advanced such an explanation
also tend to pIace a great deal of emphasis OD ideology (occasionally
even accepting word for fact) , we might wonder why the major
ideologues of corporatism bave not come from this part of the
world. A quick glance at the adrnittedly incomplete bibliography
attacbed to this essay will show that the intellectual origins of
corporatísm are predominately German, Belgian, French and Aus-
trian and, secondarily and beIatedly, English, ltalian and Ruma-
nian. Those who advocated corporatism in the Iberian and Latin
American áreas unabashedIy and unashamedly imported their ideas
from abroad. Modem., nonrnedieval, corporatism was diffused to
the lberian-Mediterranean area, not created within it.l1

insignificant. See especialIy Joseph Kahl, T'he Measuremrnt 01 Modernity
(Austin, Texas, 1968).

11 lt is also worth mentioning that many, ü not most, of the theorists of
I modem corporatism have not been CatholiC3. Many were in fact militantly

: secular. Even those who most puhlicly claimed to be inspired by "Social
IChristian" ideais, such as Salazar and Dollfuss, folIowed a much more bureau-
cratic, statist and authoritarian praxis, Also worth stressi.ng is that among
"Social Christians" or more broadly, progresslvs Catholics, not all by any
mearu advocated corporatism. Such prominent figures as Jacques Maritain
and Emmanuel Mounier opposed It, See Henri Guitton, Le Catholicism,
Social (Paris, 1945).

Alio worth mentioning is that corporatism hu been censídered quite
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Another tcndency which has cropped up in recent discussions
of corporatism is to define or, better, submerge it into some wider
political configuration such as "the organic state" or "the author-
itarian regime."12 The "organic state" concept runs up against
many oí the criticisms of definitional vagueness, Iack of potential
empirical specificity and circularity of argument leve1ed above at
the political cultural approach. More importantly, it fails to take
into account the historical fact that many "organically conceived"
states were'.not composed of corporatist subunits, .but built upon
a great variety of "organs" ranging from the curies and phratries
of Fustel de Coulange's ancient city,13 to the "metallic" orders of
moral excellence in Plato's ideal polity,14 to the three to five estate
systems of various anciens régimes,15 to the phalanges of Fourier.t"
to the régions of Robert Laf'ont.ê? even to the autonomous, plural
communities of Percival and Paul Goodman or Gar Alperovitz.vê
If one accepts that a special characteristic of modem corporatism
(this in both ideology and practice) concerns the role of [unctionai :
interest associations, then it is but one of many possible structural
units, for example, familial, territorial-comrrumitarian, moral, reli-
gious, "productionist," etc., which may go into the establishment
of an "organic state." Emphasizing that macrocharacteristic does
little to specify concrete relations of authority, influence and repre-
sentation, except to differentiate them from equally vague notions
of the "mechanical state."

compatible with many non-Catholic, non-Iberian cultures, See, for example,
Samuel H. Beer, British Politics in the Collectivist Age (New York, 1969) and
Thomas Anton, "Policy-Making and PoliticaI Culture in Sweden," Scandinavian
Political Studies IV (Oslo, 1969), 88-102.

12 See the concept of "limited pluralista" in Juan Linz, "An Authoritarian
Regime: Spain," in E. Allardt and S. Rokkan, eds., Mass Politics (New York,
1970), pp. 251-83,374-81.

ln subseq~ent conver;ations. with this a~,thor, Linz has .advanced and I,
defended the idea of an 'organic state model as the appropnate framework .
for the discussion of corporatism. See also the essay cited above '(In, 3) by
James Malloy in this volume.

15 Fustel de Coulange, La Citi Antique, 4th ed. (Paris, 1872).
H Plato, lA:w 5-6.
15 Emile Lousse, Organizllfão t representação corporativas (Lisbon, 1952),

a translation oí his La SociJti d'Ancien Rlgime (Bruxelles, 1943).
18 F. Charles Fouríer, Thêories de t'Uniü Uniu Universelle (1822) and

Le Nouvtau Mondtl industrieI II sociJtaire (1829).
11 Robert LaFont, La Rtloolution Regionaliste (Paris, 1967).
18 Percival and Paul GoodmaD, Communitas (Chicago, 1947) and Gar

Alperovitz, "Notes toward a Pluralist Commonwealth," Warner Modular
Publications, Reprint No. 52 (1973).
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'I11e relation of corporatism in iriterest politics to a specific
global type of political regime is a much more complicated (and,
in my view, interesting) issue, For reasons which will, I hope, be-
come apparcnt in the course of this essay I have found it more

,- useful to define it as a concrete, observabl- general system aí in-
terest representation which is "compatible" with several different
regirne-types, i.e., with different party systems, varicties of ruling
ideology, Ievels of politicaI mobilization, varying scopes of public

. policy, etc. Then I wiIl endeavor to specify distinct subtypes of
- corporatíst representation which seem to have at Ieast an e1ective

affinity for, if not to be essential defining elements of, specific
regime-types during specific periods of their develcpment.tv

Yet another tendency in the revived discussion of corporatism
which differs from that proposed here is that which submerges the
concept, not in sorne wider concept of regional politicaI culture,
state form ar regirne-type, but in some marcosocietaI characteristic
such as the presence of visual stigmata.ã? ar the existence of reli-
gíously, ideologically or linguisticallv deterrnined zuilen. lager, or
[amilles sfrÍn"tttelles.21 Here the problem is simply that stigma.tized
or pillared societies exhibit quite different degrees of corporatism
in the sense used herein and that, vice versa, many heavily corpo-
ratized systems of interest representation exist in societies which
have no marked visual stigmatization ar pillared social and cultural
structures. Sweden is no Iess corporatized because it lacks both

19 ln earlier works, I tended to define corporarism exclusively in relation to
I authoritarian role. See the concluding chapter of my Interest COllflict and

Politicai Change in Brasil (Stanford, 1971); also, "Paths to Political Develop-
ment in Latin America," Proceedings o/ the Ámerican Ácademy XXX, no. 4
(1972), 83-108 and "The Portugalization of Brazil?" in A. Stepan III, ed.,
Authoritarian. Brasil (New Haven, 1973).

20 Ronald Rogowski and Lois Wassenpring, Does Political Deoelopment
Exist ? Corporatism ill Old and Nem Societies (Beverly Hills, Sage Profesaional
Papers, II, no. 01-024, 1971).

21 For example, Arend Lijphart, T'he Polities o/ Áccommodation (Berkeley,
1968)-where in all fairness the concept of corporatism itself does not appear,
ln a forthcoming essay by Martin Heisler, however, these "pillared" notions
are expressly linked to a corporatist model of European politics: "Patterns of
European Politics: The 'European Polity' Model," in M. O. Heisler et al.,
Politics in Euro p e: Strllcturu an d Processes (New York, forthcoming).

Also relevant are Arend Lijphart "Consociational Democracy," W orld
Politics XXI, no. 2 (January, 1969 ), pp. 207-25; Vai R. Lorwin "Segmented
Pluralism: Ideological Cleavages and PoliticaI Cohesion in the Smaller Euro-
pean Democracies," Comparatioe Politics III, no. 2 (January, 1971), 14-75;
Gehard Lembruch, Proporzdemokrmie: Politisches System um! politische Kul-
tur in der Schureiz und in Õstetreich. (Tübingen, 1967).
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dimensions.t'' Be1gium no more S() because it suflers from both.23

These are interesting and salient dimensions of societies, in and by
thernselves, but they do not seem to bear any dose association with '
the phenomenon upon which I recommend we focus our attention
with the concept of corporatism,

ln the present state of nominalistic anarchy prevailing in the
discipline, it is absurd to pretend that scholars will somehow "rally"
to a particular conceptualization, spum altemative uses of the term,
and, henceforth, agree to disagree on the basis of a common lexical
definition. About all one can expect from an introductory discus-
sion such as this may be to gain a few recruits Jorta more specific :
and bounded use of the concept of corporatism, .and to wam the
reader that a great deal of what has recently been written about
corporatism and of what will subsequently be discussed in this
essay may be of no mutual relevance at all,

II

Having rejected a series of alternative usages of the concept of
corporatism and expressed a preference for a more empiricaUy
bounded specification which focuses on a set of reIatively direct1y
observable, ínstitutíonally distinctive traits involving the actual
practice of interest representation, it is now incumbent upon me
to produce such a conceptual specification:

Corporatism can be defined as a system of interest repre:entation
in which the constituent units are organized into a litruted number
of singular, compulsory, noncompetitive, hierarchically ordered
and functionally differentiated categories, recognized or Iicensed
(if not created) hy the state and granted a deliberate representa-

22 Roland Huntford, for example, argues that is is precisely social and'
economlc hamogenization which contributes to the thoroughness of Swedish
corporatism; see The Net» Totalitanans (New York, 1972), pp. 86-87ff. Also
Olaf Ruin, "Participation, Corporativization and Politicization Trends in
Present-day Sweden" (Paper presented at Sixtv-second Annual Meeting of the
Society for the Advancement of Scandinavian Study, New York, May 5-6,
1972) .

23 On the contrary, a recent analysis of Belgium's associational structure
argues persuasively that multipillared conflicts in that polity serve to sustaln a
more pluralist (i.e., nonmonopolistic, competitive, overlapping) I!}'1tem of
interest representation; see A. Van Den Brande, "Voluntary Associations in
the Belgian PoliticaI System 1954- 1968," RIS Publica, no. 2 (1973), pp. 329.
356.
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tional monopoly within their respective catcgories in exchange for
observing certam controIs on their selection of leaders and articu-
Iation of dernands and supports.z-í

Obviously, such an elabora te definition is an ideal-type descrip-
tion,25 a heuristie and logieoanalyticaI construet composed of a
considerable variety of theoretical1y or hypothetically interrelated
components. No empirically extant system of interest representa-
tion may perlectly reprodu ce all these dimensions, although two
which I have studied in some detail (Brazil and Portugal) come
rather c1ose.26 While the whole gestaIt or syndrome is not direet1y

2. At this point it is perhaps worth repeating that thls constructed defini-
tion does not correspond to any of the ones advanced by specifically corpora-
tist theorists. Moreover, it ignores a number of institutional and behavioral

idimensions they tended to stress. For example, it does not specify the existence ,
oi singular associatioru (corporatioruj"" grouping both ernployers and workers.z
(These rarely exist and where they have been formalJy established-Portugal,
Spain and ltaly-they do not function as units.) Nor does it say anything

1 aboutvthe presenee of a hlgher council or parliament composed of functional
; or professional representative,.. (Many polities which are not otherwise very

corporatist, France or Weimar Gerrnany, have ruch a Conseil Economique et
Social or Wirtschaftsrat; many heavily corporatist countries whlch do have

I them, e.g., Portugal, do not grant them decisional authority.) Nor does the
'definition :ruggest that corporatist associatiom will be the\only constituent uniu'
of the polity--completely displacing territorial entities, parties and movements.
(ln alI existing corporatist eysteme, parties and territorial subdivisions eontinue
to exist and various youth and religious movements may not only be tolerated
hut encouraged.) These institutional aspects as welI as the more important
behavioral issues of how and who would form the uni que and hierarchical

"associatlons, what would be their degree of autonomy from state control and
whether the whole scheme really could bring about class harmony and con-
stitu te a tertium. genus between communism and capitalism were the subject
of extensive debate and considerable fragmentation among corporatist ideo-
Jogues.

The ideological definition closesr to my analytieal one i. Mihaíl
Manoilesco's: "The corporation is a eolJective and public organization com-
posed of the totality of persons (physical or juridical) fulfilling together the
sarne national function and having as its goal that of assuring the exercise of
that funetion by rules of law imposed at least upon its memben" (L~ SiJde tlu
CMporatisme, p. 176). .

2G Actually, the concept is more "a corutructed type" than an ideal type.
The former has been defined as: "a purposive, eombination, and (sometimes)
accentuation of a set of criteria with empirical referents that serves as a basís
for eomparison of empirica! cases" '(John C. McKinnes, Constructiue Typology
and Social Theory [New York, 1966], p. 3).

24 See my Tnter est Confiict and PoliticaI Change in Brasil (fn. 19) and
"Corporatist Interest Representation and Public Policy-Malting in Portugal"
(Paper presented at the Conference Group on Modern Portugal, Durham,
N.H., Oetober 10-14·, 1973). Abo "The Portugalization of Brazil?" (fn. 19).
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accessible to rneasuremenr, its postulated components can be easily
assessed, if not immediately quantified. Such detailed. inquiry into:
the extent to which a given system of representation is 1imited in
number of component units, compulsory in membership, noncom-
petitive between compartmentalized sectors, hierarchically ordered
in internal structure, recognized or certified in sorne de jure or de
facto way by the state, successful in exercising a representational
monopoly within functiona11y determined categories and subject to
formal or informal controls on leadership selection and interest
articulation will not on1y enable us to distinguish what type of in-
terest systern it belongs to, but may help us gauge the extent to
which these multiple dimensions are empirically as well as Iogically
interrelated. lt is, of course, quite conceivable at this early stage '
in research into these matters that what I have found to be a set
of interrelated institutional practices coalescing into a distinctive,
highly covariant and resistant modem systern of interest representa-
tion may be quite 1imited in its scope of applicability, for example,
only to Iberian authoritarian regimes, or restricted. to on1y one sub-
type of corporatism, such as ones "artificially" established from
above by the state.

One purpose in developing this elaborate general model, beyond
that of describing the behavior of a certain number of political sys-
tems which have interested me, is to offer to the politicai analyst an
explicit altemative to the paradigm of interest politics which has
heretofore completely dominated the discipline of the North Ameri-
can political science: Pluralismo While a considerable number and
wide variety of scholars have discovered that plura1ism (and with
it, the closely associated liberal democratic regime-type) may be of
little utility in describing the likely structure and behavior of in-
terest-group systems in contemporary developing polities, and while
some have even gone so far as to suggest that it may no longer be
of much utility when applied to the practices of advanced industrial
polities, few if any of these scholars have proposed an alternative
or contrasting model of modem representative association-state
relations, Most of them merely moum the passing or degeneration
of pluralism and either advocate its return.ê? its replacement with
some more formalistic, authoritative (if not authoritarian) "jurid-

21 For example, Henry Kariel (ed.), Frontiets of Democratic Theory (New
York, 1970), and his, The DecliM of American Pluralism '(Stanford, 1961);
also Grant McConnell, Priuate Potoer and American Democraey (New York,
1966) ,



ical democracy,"28 ar its periodic bouleversement by spontanCü'US
social movements.29

Piuralism and corporatism share a number of basic assurnp,
tions, as would almost any realistie model of modem interest
politics: (1) the growing importance of formal associational units
of Teprt:seJltation; (2) the persistence and expansíon of function-
ally differentiated and potentially conflicting interests; (3) the
burgeoning role of permanent administrative staffs, of specialized
infonnation, of technical expez tise and, consequently, of entrenched
oligarchy; (4) the decline in the importance of territorial and par-
tisan representation; and (5) the secular trend toward expansion
in the scope of publie policy and interpenetration of private andI,public decision arenas. Nevertheless, despire this wide area of

I mutual agreement, pluralism differs markedly Iram corporatism as
' an ideal-typical response to these facts of modem political life.

Pluralism can be defined as a system of interest representation in
which the constituent units are organized into an unspecified num-
ber of multiple, voluntary, competi tive, nonhierarc.h.ically ordered
and self-detennined (as to type or scope of inte:rest) categories
which are not specially licensed, recognized, subsidized, created ar
othenvi~ controlled in Ieadership selection or interest articulation
by the state and which do not exercise a monopoly of representa-
tional activity within their respective categories.

Practition~ of corporatism and of pluralism would heartily
agree with James Madison that "among the numerous advantages
promised by a well-constructed union, none deserves to be more
accurately deveIoped than its tendency to break and control (my
emphasis) the violence of faction." They would also agree that
"giving to every citizen the sarne opinions, the sarne passions and
the sarne interests . . . is as impracticabIe as [suppressing them
altogether - PCS] would be unwise." Where the two practitioners
would begin to diverge is with Madíson's further assertion that
"it is in vain to say that enlightened statesrnen will be able to adjust
these clashing interests and render them all subservient to the public
good." Corporatists, basing their faith either on the superior wís-
dom of an authoritarian leader or the enlightened foresight of
technocratic planners, believe that such a public unity can be found

28 Theodore Lowi, T'he End of Liberalism: ldeology, Poliey and th6 Crisisof Public Âuthority (New York, 1969),
2~ Theodore Lowi, The Polities of Disorder (New York, 1971).
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and kept, Their "scheme of representation," to use Madison's
felicitous phrase, instead of extending the "nurnber of citizens"
and thc "sphere of interests" would compress them into a fixed set
oí verticalized categories each representing the interdependent func-
tions of an organic whole. Madison's metaphor was more mecha-
nistic, and more dynamic. Hence, he was less sanguine about limit-
ing and ordering the sources of faction-whether from above by
imposition or from below by elimination. Corporatists of what-
ever stripe express confidence that an "enlightened statesman" (or
an "enlightened state") can co-opt, control or coordinate not onIy
those "most frivolous and fanciful distinctions [which] have been
sufficient to kindle unfriendly passions and excite their most violent
conflicts," but also that "most common and durable source of fac-
tion ... the various and unequal distribution of property."30

ln short, both pIuralists and corporatists recognize, accept and \.
attempt to cope with the growing structural differentiation and
interest diversity of the modem polity, but they offer opposing
politicaI remedies and divergent images of the institutional form
that such a modem system of interest representation will take. The
former suggest spontaneous fonnation, numerical proliferation,
horizontal extension and competitivo interaction; the latter advo-
cate controlled ernergence, quantitative limitation, vertical stratifi-
cation and cornplementary interdependence. Pluralists place their
faith in the shifting balance of mechanically intersecting fortes;
corporatists appeal to the functional ad justment of an organical1y
interdependent whole.

Whi1e time and space limitations prevent me from developíng
the idea further, I suspect that these two contrasting but not dia-
metrically opposed syndromes do not by any rneans exhaust the
possible alternative system-types of modem interest representation. ,

For example, the Soviet experience suggests the existence of
a "monist" model which could be defined as

a system of interest representation in wbich the constituent units
are organized into a fixed number of singular, ideoIogically selec-
tive, noncompetitive, functionally differentiated and hierarchically
ordered categories, created, subsidized and licensed by a singIe
party and granted a representational role within that party and
vis-à-vis the state in exchange for observing certain controIs on
their selection of leaders, articulation of demands and mobilization
of support.
30 The quotations are all from The Fed6Talíst Pa/16rs, no. 10.



Much more difficult to specify in terrns of the component
dimensions we have bem using for the other three because of its
radical and utopian nature is the syndicalist altemative. Bare1y
sketched in by a number oE theorists (several of whom subsequently
becarne cOlporatists), this projected modeI seems to reject or to
seek to transfonn substantially many of the given characteristics of
the modem politicaI process----more or less accepted or even en-
couraged by the other three syndromes. Nevertheless, a brief de-
scription of íts characteristics will be offered below, partIy because
it has emerged with increasing frequency (if not specificity) in Te-
cent discussions of participation and representatian,31 and partly

- because it seems to round out in logical terms the combinatorial
possibilities of the varíables used to define the other three types.

Syndicalism could be de:fined as a system of interest aggregation
(more than representation) in which the ' corutituent units are an
unlimited number of singular, voluntary, noncompetitive .(or
better hived-off) categories, not hierarchically ordered or function-
ally specialized, neither recognized, created nor licensed by state
or party, nor controIled in their leadership selection or interest
articulation hy state or party, not exercising a representational
monopo]y but resolving their conflicts and "autharitatively allocat-
ing their values" autonomously without the interference of thestate.

With this last definition-model we have moved some distance
frorn our stated limited concern with specifying the characteristics
of corporatism as a distinctive and self-sustaíning systern of interest
representation, and not confusing it with a whoIe system of politi-
caI domination. N evertheIess, this excursion has served to remind
us that the process of capturing, organizing and articulating the
demands of civil society as well as those of receiving, inkrpreting

.~and even applying the "impera tive coordinations" of the state is
only part of the politicaJ process, and hence only intelligible in pur-
pose and consequence when considered in relation to other political
subsystems and whole regime configurations. This wider set of con-
cerns, ironically, leads us to a consideration of possible subtypes
of corporatism.

81 See especially the article by Gar Alperovitz and works cited therein '(fn.
18), even though the author associares his proposals with the tradition of
pluralism, rather than that of syndicalism. Also Jaroslav Vanek, Th6 ParticiPa-
tory Economy (I thaca, 1971).
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III

To illustrate that the ske1ctonal connotation oí corporatism
offered above accurately describes the system of interest represen-
tation of a Iarge number of countries, inc1uding many whose global
politicaI systems differ markedly, would not be difficult~en at
the existing lamentable state of our empirical knowledge. Hence,
it has been argued and rather convincingly shown that Sweden,32
Switzerland.ê" the Netherlands.ê+ Norway,35 Denmark.ê'' Aus-
tria 37 Spain 88 Portugal 39 Brazil 40 Chile 41 Peru 42 Creece 43, , , , , ,J. '--"-'-, /lo

Mexic044 and Yugoslavia+ê have, by and large, singular, noncom-

12 Nils Elvander, Interesse-organisationer i Dagens Sverige (Lund, 1966);
Thomas J. Anton (fn. 11), Olaf Ruin (fn. 22) and Roland Huntíord (In,
22). AIso Hans Meijer "Bureaucracy and Policy Formulation in Sweden,"
Scandinavian PoliticaI Stuâies, no. 4 (Oslo, 1969), pp, 103-16.

53 Hans Huber, "Swiss Democracy" in H. W. Ehrmann, ed., Dlmlocracy
ma Changing Society (New York, 1964·), esp, p. 106.

a. P. E. Kraemer, The Societal StCÚt (Meppel, 1966). Also John P.
WindmuUer, LAbour Relations in tht Nethef'lands (Ithaca, 1969).

85 Stein Rokkan, "Norway: Numerical Democracy and Corporate Plural-
ism" in R. Dahl, ed., PoliticaI Opposition in W listem Democracies '(New
Haven, 1966), pp. 105-1 06!r.

se Kenneth E. Keller, Gouernment and Politics in Denmark (Boston, 1968),
e~~~~m~ ,

81 Alfred Diamant, Austnan Catholics and th e First Republic. Democraey,
Capitalism end thll Social Order 1918-1934 (Princeton, 1960). Also, Gehard
Lembruch (fn. 21) and Frederick C. Engelmann, "Haggling for the Equilib-
rium: the Renegotiation of the Austrian Coalition, 1959," American PoliticaI
Scienc« Reoieur LVI, 3 (September, 1962),651-620.

B8 ln addition to Juan Linz, "Ao Authoritarian Regime: Spain" (In. 12),
see Juan Linz and Armando de Miguel, Los Empresarios ante el Poder Priblico
(Madrid, 1966); Juan Linz, "From Falange to Movimiento-Organizacion: The
Spanish Single Party and the Franco Regime, 1936-1968" in S. P. Huntington
and C. H. Moore, eds, Authoritarian Politics in Modern Society (New York,
1970), esp, pp. 146-183. Also Fred Witney, Labor Policy and PrQcticts in
SPain (New York, 1964).

89 Sehmitter, "Corporatist Interest Representation and Public Policy-
Making in Portugal" (In. 26).

40 Schmitter, Interes: Conflict and PoliticaI Change in Brasil and "The
Portugalization of Brazil?" .(fn. 26). .

41 Corutantine Menges, "Public Policy and Organized Business in Chile,"
[ournal 01 Int,rnational ADairs XX (1966), 343-65. Also James Petras,
Politics and Social Forces in Chilean Development (Berkeley, 1969), pp. 199-
203, 209-19.

42 Julio Cotler, "Bases del corporativismo en el Peru," Sociedaâ " Politica,
I, no. 2 [October, 1972),3-12; also James Malloy (fn. 3).

"s Keith Legg, Politics in Modem Greec« '(Stanford, 1969).
" Robert E, Scott, Muican Gouemment in Transition (Urbana, Illinois,

.1959), esp, chapters 5 and 6.
4ft International Labour Office, W orkers' M anagement in Yugoslallia
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pctítive, }Jierarchically ordered, sectorallv compartmentalizcd, in-
terest associations exercising representational monopolies and ac-
cepting (de jure or de facto) governmental1y irnposed or negotiated
lirnitations on the type of leaders they e1ect and on the scope and
intensity of demands they routinely make upon the state.46 As a
result, such associations have attained "a quasi-Iegal status and a
prescriptiv- right to speak for their segments of the population.
They influence the process of government directly, bypassing the
[parIiament]. They are agents of authority. They deputize for
the state in whole sectors of publie Iiíe, and they have duties dele-
gated to them that properly belong to the civil service."47 The
summary above applies specifically to Sweden, but it is broadly
descriptive of the countries cited above-and undoubtedly of many
others yet to be investigated.

Such a demonstration of broad structural identity does have the
virtue of debunking, if not divesting, some of these polities of the
pluralist IabeIs they have acquired-a prestigious title usuaIIy
bestowed upon them for no better reason than the mere existence
of a multitude of organized interests. It may a1so serve to call into
question the relevance of many supposed properties associated with
pluralism and assumed, therefore, to apply to these polities: com-
petitiveness within sectors and, hence, accountability to. members;
cross-pressur-s and overlap and, hence, vacillation and rnoderation
in demands; open competitiveness between interest sectors and,
hence, incremental, split-the-difference solutions; penetration and

(Gen~a, 1962). Alao Dusan Sidjanski, "La Repn5sentation des int~rêt~ et la
décision politique" in L, Moulin (ed.), L'Europe de D'emain et ses Responsables
(Bruges, 1967). Something approaching the corpora tist model has bem
implicitly but not explicitly advanced in describing certain "degenera te"i varieties of totalitarian '( "partialitarian") rule in other Bastern European

. polities: Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Rumania, even the V.S.S.R.
itself. For an intelli~nt aurvey and critique of this Iiterature's misuse of the
pluralíst paradigm, see Andrew Janos, "Group Politica in Communist Society:
A Second Look at the Pluralistíc Model" in S. P .. Huntington and C. H. Moore,
eds. (fn. 38), pp. 537-50.

48 ln an even wider range oI politíes, authors have IIUggested that parts, Ü
not substantial portions, oI the interest group univerae can be described a5

"corporatized"; e.g., the Vnited States : Grant McConnell (fn. 27); Theodore
Lowi, The End of Liberalism (fn, 28), pp. 59-100; Great Britain: Samuel
Beer (ln. 11); Westem Gennany: Ralf Dahrendorf, Society and Democracy
in Ctrmany (London, 1968); Canada: Robert Presthus, Elite Accommodation
in Canadian Politics (New York, 1973); France: Suzanne Berger, "Corpora,
tive Organization: The Case of a Freneh Rural Association" in]. Pennock and
]. Chaprnan (eds.), Voluntary Associations (New York, 1969), pp. 263-84.

47 R. Huntford (fn. 22), p. 86.
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subordination of politicaI parties and, hence, broad aggregative
party goa1s, low party discipline and absence of strong partisan
ideologics; absence of stable hierarchies of organizational influence
and, hence, irrelevance of class or ruling elite as political categories;
low barriers of entry into the policy process and, hence, key roles
assigned to "potential groups" and absence of systernatic bias or
exc1usion; major importance attached to lobbying and, hence, con-
centration of attention upon parliament; assumption that policy
initiatives are produced by group activity "from below" and, hence,
passive roles assumed on the part of state executive and administra-
tive bureaucracies ; wide dispersion of political resources and, hence,
neither omnipotent veto groups nor powerless marginal e1ements;
and, finally, sheer multiplicity of interest and free associability en-
suring spontaneous emergence of countervailing forces and, hence,
a general tendency toward homeostasis ar shifting equilibria.sf /
Corporatist systems may manage to acquire and sustain similar out-
tomes of demand moderation, negotiated solutions, leader account-
ability, "deideologization," inclusive participation, countervalence
of power and homeostatic balance, but they do not do so through
the processes which theorists and analysts of pluralism have em-
phasized. For example, in the studies I have conducted of one type
of corporatism, I have found that such process Ieatures as preemp-
tion of issues; co-optation of leaders; vertical or sectoral policy
compartmentalization; permanent institutionalization of access;
"juridization" ar legalization of group conflicts through labor and
administrative courts; state technocratic planning and resource
allocation; extensive development of functiona1ly specialized, para-
state agencies; politicai culture stressing Iormalism, consensus and
continuous bargaining; symbiotic relation with c1iente1ist and pat-
rimonialist practices in certam issue arcas and regime levels; delib-
erate narrowing and encapsulation of "relevant publics"; periodic
but systematic use of physical repression and anticipatory intimida-
tion and, finally, the establishment of what Dahrendorí called a
"cartel of anxiety" among restricted elite> representing the apexes
of the differentiated hierarchic "orders" or "corporations"49 con-
tributed to the persistence and viability of those systems-even over
protracted periods of economic and social change and when Iaced

48 These hypotheses about the Cunctioning of pluralist systems are developed
further and contrasted with corporatist ones in roy "Inventory of Analytical
Pluralist Propositions," unpublished MS, University of Chicago, 1971.

t9 See the sources cited in fns. 19 & 26.
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with acute, extcrna]ly índuced po1itica] crises. While compariSons
ar in:'3titutiona 1 longcv.ity are difficult to make, there is no cvídence
I can see that corporatist systerns of whatever typc are lcss stable
or shorter lived than pluralist ones. There is, however, very strong
evidence that they function quite different1y-if often to produce
generally similar outcomes.

This delineation of an equally elabora te, alterna tive model to
pJuraJism may seern to some to be in and hy itseH sufficient justifi-
cation for this exercise, but most readers rnust be feeling some vague

' sense of incompleteness if not of acute discamfort. After al1,
Sweden is not Portugal and Switzerland is not Greece; and yet,
there they are-ignominiously grouped together under the sarne
rubrico

The reason for this latent (or in some cases alreadv manifest)
sense of dissatisfaction lies, no doubt, in the srrerch of the con-
ceptual distinction I have rnade between corporarlsm and pluralismo
While this may be an indispensable prelíminary step in c1assifying
interest systems, especially given the ˙biquity and prestige of the
pluralist Iabel, it is still one which, to use Sartori's expressíon, "does
not travel well," ar better, "traveis too far too easily." If our re-
search objective is not to ma.ke universalizing suprahistorical com-
parisons, but to explore middle-range hypotheses which are explic-
itly qualified as to cultural, historical and even geographical space,
then we rnust proceed further, per genus et diflerentiam, in our
taxonomic trip. We must, in short, develop the notion of possible
subtypes of corporatist interest politics (just as, of course, we
should with pluralist ones, although that will not be attempted
here) .60

That most original and stimulating of corporatist theorists,
Mihail Manoilesco, provided the key distinction between two dif-

- ferent subtypes. The one he called corporatisme pur, in which the
legitimacy and functioning of the state were primarily or ex:clusively
dependem on the activity of singular, nom:ompetitive, hierarchicalIy
ordered representative "corporations." The second in contrast he
called corporatisme subordonné, in which similarly structured "cor-
porations" were created by and kept as auxiliary and dependent
organs of the state which founded its legitimacy and effective func-

80 I am following here the advice (and occasíonally the vocabulary) of
Giovanni Sartori, "Concept Misformation in Compara tive Polities," .Amencan
Politicai Science Reuiew LXIV, 4- (December, 1970), esp. pp, 1034-5.
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tioning on other bases.õ ' This radical distinction is one which, as
we shall see, invoIves not onIy the nature of power and influence
relations but also the developrnental pattem by which corporatism
emerges, has been reiterated, expanded upon and discussed at great
Iength by Portuguese corporatist theorists where the two subtypes
were labelled corporatioismo de associação and corporativismo de '
Estado.52 For our purposes we could label the former, autonomous
and penetrative, as societal corporatism; and the second, dependent
and penetrated, as state corporatism.

Some clues to the structural and behavioral elements which
differentiate these two subtypes of corporatism can be found in our
:'~itialglobal connotation, or more specifically in what was delib-
erately not inc1uded in that definition. .

(1) Limited number: does not indicate whether established \
by processes of interassociational arrangement, by "political cartels"
designed by existing participants to exclude newcomers, or by delib-
erate governrnent restriction.

(~).) Singular: does not indicare whether the outcome of spon-
taneous co-optation or competi tive e1imination is by surviving asso-
ciations, or by state-irnposed eradication of multiple or parallel
associations.

(3) Compulsory: does not specify whether de facto through
social pressure, contractual dues checkoff, provision of essential
services and'/or acquisition of private licensing capa city, or de
jure through labor code or other officially decreed, exclusively
conceded authority.

(4) N oncompetitive: does not state whether the product of
intemal oligarchie tendencies or extemal, treaty-líke, voluntary
agreements among associations, or of the continuous interposition
of state mediation, arbitration and repression.

(5) Hierarchically ordered : does not indicate whether the
outcome of intrinsic processes of bureaucratic extension and / or
consolidation, or of state-decreed centralization and administrative
dependente.

81 Ú Siêcle du Corporatisme, p. 92. Manoilesco also noted the existence
of "mixed corporatism" combining the two ideal-types,

D2 João Manuel Cortez Pinto, Â Corporação, voI. I (Coimbra, 1955); also
José Pires Cardoso, Questões C~porativaJ (Lisbon, 1958).

A somewhat similar distinction, but one which placed primary emphasis
on its role in furthering class collaboration by different means, is François Per-
roux's between corponuisme lato sensu and eorporatisme stricto unsu in
Capitalisme et Communauté de Travai/ (fn. 6), pp. 7-19.



(6) FWlctionally differentiated: does not specify whetÍler
arrived at through voluntaristic agrcements on respective "turfs"
and nonraiding provisions, or by state-established enquadramento
(framing) of occu pational-vocational categones.

(7) Recognition by state: does not differentiate between recog-
nition granted as a matter of politicaI necessity imposed from
bclow upon public officials and that granted from above by the
state as a condition for association fonnation and continuous oper-
ation.

(8) Representational monopoly: similar to above, does not
dístinguish between that which is independent1y conquereel and
that which is dependently conceded.

(9) Controle on leadership selection and interest artictdation:
does not suggest whether this is tbe product of a reciprocal con-
sensus on procedure andjor goa1s, or of an asymmetric imposition

\ by the "organized monopolists of legitimate violence."
Through this exercíse in intention-the further elaboratíon of

properties which combine to forrn a global concept-we have con-
structed two quite distinctive subtypes. The first, invoIving all or
most of the initial elements in the eitherjor dichotomies made
above, corresponds ideally to what we have called societal corpo-

.,.J ratism, Empirically, it is best exemplified by the cases of Sweden,
Switzerland, the Netherlands, Norway and Denmark, as well as
by emergent properties which have been observed by scholars in
such other, supposedly pluralist, systems as Great Britain, Western
Gennany, France, Canada, and the United States, The second

- type, described by the latter elements in each eitherjor distinction,
,- coalesces into a subtype we have labelled state corporatist and this
. conforme historically to the cases of Portugal, Spain, Brazil, Chile,

Peru, Mexico, and Greece-as well of course to the defunct expe.
riences of Fascist Italy, Petainist France, National Socialist Cer-

- many53 and Austria under Dollfuss,
When viewed statically, descriptiveIy, institutionally, these two

subtypes exhibit a basic structural similarity, one which sets them
apart from pluralist, monist or syndicalist systems of interest repre-
sentation. When viewed in motion, however, they are revealed as

113 Actually, Nazi Gennany is an ambíguous case. For an excellent
ana1yais of the struggles involving competing conceptions of interest politics and
lhe eventual demíse of corporatist tendencies after 1936 in that polity, see
Arthur Schweitzer, B.ig Business in the Third Reich (BIoomington, Indiana,
1964) .

.,
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the products of ver)' difíerent political, social and cconornic pro- ,
cesses, as the vehicles for vcry clifferent power and influence rela-
tions, and as the purveyors of very different poliey eonsequences.
Societal corporatism i" found imbedded in politicaI systerns with
relatively autonomous, multilayered territorial units: open, com-
petitive electoral processes and party systerns; ideologically varied,
coalitionally based executive authorities=-even with high1y "lay-
ered" or "pillared" political subcultures. State corporatism tends.
to be associated with political systems in which territorial subunits
are tightly subordinated to central bureaucratic power; elections
are nonexistent or plebiscitary; party systems are dominated or
monopolized by a weak single party; executive authorities are ideo-
logically exclusive and more narrowly recruited and are such that
political subcultures based on class, ethnicity, language, or region-
alism are repressed. Societal corporatism appears to be the con-
comitant, if not ineluctable, component of the postliberal, advanced
capitalist, organized democratic welfare state; state corporatisrn "
seems to be a defining element of, ir not structural necessity for, the
antiliberal, deIayed capitalist, authoritarian, neomercantilist state,

IV

Corporatism appears under two very clifferent guises: the 1'"eV-
olutionary and the evolutionary. It is either the product of a
"new order" following from a fundamental overthrow of the polit-
ical and economic institutiom of a given country and created by
force or special "colIective spirit"; or the outcome of a natural
evolution in economic and social ideas and events. ln the latter
case, corporatism then emerges as an aspect of a certain idie-foTce
progressing along with the amplification and specification of the
process of associational developrnent, generating what one calls
today in several democratic countries, "the corporative mys-
tique."54

The Swiss author of these lines, himself rather caught up in
"the corporative mystique" which swept bis country in the 1930's,
illustrates not onIy that theorists who contempIated the rnatter com-
paratively were well aware of the distinction between the two sub-
types we have defined above, but were also quite conscious of the
need for two essentially separare theories for explaining the emer~·~
gence of modem corporatism, One of these would be more likely

54 Jean Malherbe, LI Corporati.rml d'/lSsociation en Suisse (Lausanne,
1940), pp. 13-14.



to empbas-ize long-term trends anel sIow, incremental change, cul-
tural ~nd instit11tional contiriuity, gradual intellectual awareness
and pas"live politicaI acceptance; the othe:r more Iikely would be
forged out of immediate conjoncture and impending collapse,
strong leadership and repressive action, architectonk vísion and

r inflated rhetori-, ln a nutshell, the orígins of societal corporatism
lie in the sIow, almost imperceptihle decay af advanced p1uralism;
the origins of state corporatism lie in the rapíd, highly visíble de-rnise af hascent pluralismo

- The task of constructing this se! of dual theories' is enonnam
given the apparent1y bewild~ring variety of contextg in which one
type or the other of COrporatism has eme:rged, and the frustrating
absene- of empírical studies on the hjs!oricaI dynamics of whatever
type of intercst group system. Camp1ícating the task even further
is the natural tendency to confuso this problem with the more gen-
eral and c1early interre1ated one of the causes of the ttosian/coI_
Japse of liberal democracy and the advent/consoJidation of author,
itarian rule.

55
Even if we foeus specifica11y and exclu~vely on

those facrors which hypothetically affect changes in the system af
inter~ representation, we rnust admit fmm the starr that the best
we can do is to identify some pmbabilisticalIy necessary hut c1ear1y
.insufficient conditions. We can on1y try post factum to strip his-
torica] cases of their idiosyncrasies of perronality and eulture, of
their accidents of good and bad fortune, of their inunediate but
sU~eiaI catalysts and precipitants in arder to reveal the under-
lying elements of structural conduciveness whích Ied (and may
lead in the future) to such similar and yet different outeomes as
societal and state corporatism.56 I hardIy need to emphasize the
preliminary and speculative nature of the folIowing dual theories.

Nor should I have ta stress that they may not contribute much
to expJaining specific occurrences or nonoceuITences. For exampJe,
why did the haIting and tentative experiments in state corporatism
by Sid6nio Pais in Portugal (1917-18), Primo de Rivera in Spain
( 1923-30), Pangalos in Greece (1925) and José Unburu in Argen-
tina (1930-31) alI fail to take hold when, ten to twelve years later,

85 Although I do not have thern with me in mr currear voluntary exile,
I do not recall that any of the C2ge atudiC3 to be published ahortIy under the
editorship of Juan Linz on "The Breakdown of Democracy" speci6cally con,centrates on interest associations.

ee For the theoretical model underlying these distinctioru between ",troc-
rural conduciveness" and "precipitating facton," lee Neil Smelser, Theory 01CollectílJe BehavioT (New York, 1963).
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corporatism flourished in each case? \Vhy did Sweden, Denmark,
Switzerland and the Nethcrlands adopt internal "social peace"
treaties between peak associatiom of employers and workers in the
1930's and then move rapidly and incrementally toward generalized
socíetal corporatism in the 1940's and 1950's, while other countries
such as Finland, Norway and Belgium movcd more hesitant1y and
fitfully, and stilI others such as France, Great Britam, Ireland and
the United States have proven consistently more resistant to the
bIandishments of corporatism? I doubt whether the íollowing
specu1ations can artswer such specific questions very satisfactorily.

Whatever reservatioIlS one may have about the degree of deter-
mination exercised by the Structure and mode of production upon
such politicaI variables as individual attitudes, voting choice, party
systems and ideological doctrines, inquiry into the origins of cor>
poratísm of either type leads one very quickly to the constrainl~,
opportunities and tontradictions placed upon political actors by \
the operatíon of the economic systern. More specifically for the !}
cases which have interested me, it leads to a consideration of the -í "

basic institutions of capitalism and the class structure of property
and power engendered by it.57 Perhaps it is the directness of the
linkage between the system of interest representation and these
institutions of concentration of production and Ínequality of distri-
bution, but the resultant situation is particularly "naked."

As a macrohypothesis, I suggest that the corporatization of
interest representation is related to certain basic imperatives or t'\
needs of capitalism to reproduce the conditions for its existence :
and continually to accumulate further resources, Differences in the ~,
specifíc nature of these imperatives or needs at dífíerenr stages in I
the institutional developrnent and international context of capital-.
ism, especially as they affect the pattem of conflitting class interests,
account for the difference in origins between the societal and state
fonns of corporatism. !

Summarizing, again in a nutshell, the decay of plura1ism and
its gradual displact:ment hy societal torporatism can be traced pri-
marily to the impera tive necessity for a stable, bourgeois-dominant l

regime, due to processes of concentration of ownership, competition .

H Incom~tence prevents me from even speculating about the tendencie!
toward corporatization which appears to exist among societies with a quite.,
different sy1tem of economic expIoitation, nameIy, bureaueratic-centralizrd I
socialism, For an initiaI treatment aí these Íl!sues, see the excellent article by
Jano! (fn. 45)' and the works discussed therein.
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between national economies, expansion of the role of public yiolicy
and rationalization of decision-making within the state to associate
ar incorporare subordinate classes and status groups more closely

. within the political processo

As for the abrupt dernise of incipient pluralism and its dramatic
and íorceful replacernenr by state corporatism, this seems closely

--I"" associated with the necessity to enforce "social peace," not by co-
o opting and incorporating, but by repressing and ex.cluding the au-

tonomous articulation of subordinate cIass dernands in a situation
where the bourgeoisie is too weak, internally divided, externally
dependent andjor short of resources to respond dfectively and

I legitimatdy to these demands within the framework of the liberal
"- democratic state.

Of course, to these general elements, one rnust add several other
"overdeterminative" factors which combine with the former, mak-

. ing corporatism an increasingly likely outcorne: (1) secular trends
/ toward bureaucratization and oligarchy within interest associations;

(2) prior rates of politicaI mobilization and participation; (3) dif-
fusion of foreign ideoIogies and institutional practices; (4) impact

"\ of international war andjor depression. Neverthe1ess, the core of
: o my speculation about structural conduciveness rests on the problems

generated by delayed, dependem capitalist developrnent and non-
hegemonic class relations in the case of state corporatísm, and ad-
vanced, monopoly or concentrated capitalist deveIoprnent and col-
laborative class relations in the case of societal corporatism.

Turning to an explication of the advanced tapitalism-societal
corporatism relation, I shall be brief, partly because of my lesser
familiarity with this side, partly because there exists a series of
evocatively presented and excellently documented studies of the
subject.

The first major tbeorist to perceive certain emergent impera-
tives of capitalísm and to link them explicitly with corporatism was
John Maynard (Lord) Keynes. ln a startling essay published in
1926 entitled "The End of Laissez-Faire," Keynes fírst debunks
the orthodox clairns of liberalism:

It is not true that individuals possess a prescriptive "natural
liberty" in their economic activities, There is no "compa.ct" con-
ferring perpetual rights on those who Have or those who Acquire.
The world is not 50 govemed from above that private and social
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interest always coincide. It is 1I0( a correct deduction from thc
Principies of Economics that enlightened self-interest alwrays oper-
ates in the public interest. Nor is it true that selí-interest is en-
lightened; more often individuals acting separately to promote their
own ends are too weak to attain even these. Experience does not
show that individuals, when they make up a social unit, are always
lees clear-sighted than when they act separately.58

Given these negative results (and sous-entendu a growing
awareness of them among wider and wider publics exercising the
liberal voluntaristic rights accorded them by the open franchise
and free associability}, the agenda and nonagenda (as Keynes 1
called it) of the state must be modified. Or, as he put it more I

bluntly in another essay, "ln the future, the Government will have
to take on many duties which it has avoided in the past."59 The
objective of this imperative policy expansion is to exercise "directive
intelligence through some appropriate organ of action OVeI" the
many intricacies of private business, yet ... leave private initiative
and enterprise unhindered." More specifically, he noted the need
for (1) "deliberate control of the currency and of credit by a cen-'
tral institution," (2) "dis5emination on a great scale of data relat-
ing to the business situations," (3) "coordinated act (s) of intel-
ligent judgement ... as to the scale on which it is desirable that the
community as a whole should save, the scale on which these savings
should go abroad ... and whether the present organization of the
investment market distributes savings along the most nationally
productive channels" and, finally, (4) "a considered national policy
about what size of Population ... is most expedient."60 For 1926"
that was a prescient statement about the future role of the state in
capitalist societies=-even down to the itemized content and sequen-
tial ordering of the new policy agenda.

Despite the unorthodoxy of these suggestions for "improvements
in the technique of modem capitalism," Keynes wisely observed
that "there is nothing in them which is seriously incompatible with
what seems to me to be the essential characteristic of capitalism, !
namely the dependente upon an intense appeal to the money-mak-
ing and money-loving instincts of individuais as the main motive

58 John Maynard Keynes, Essavs in Pe-rsua.sion (London, 1952), p. 312.
This essay was initially published as a separate pamphlet in 1926. ",

De lbid., p. 331. The title of th.iJ esaay, a speech delivered in 1925, is "Aro
I a Liberal?" Keynes', answer was, "Yes, faute de mieux."

80 lbid., pp. 317-19.



force of the economic machine."61 The rcason for his can.fjdence
in thcir compatibility stcrns frorn the politicaJ instrumentality he

.' advocated to bring about this policy revoJution, namely, societal
corporatism.

\,

I believe that in many cases the ideal size for the unit of con-
trol and organization lies somewhere between the individual and
the modem state. I suggest, therefore, that progress lies in the
growth and recognition of sem.i-autonomous bodies within the
state--bodies whose criterion of action within their own field is
soIely the public good as they understand it, and from whose
deliberations motives of private advantage are exc1uded, though
some place it may still be necessary to leave, until the ambit of
men's altruism grows wider, to the separate advantage of particular
groups, classes, ar facu1tie~bodies which in their ordinary course
of affairs are mainIy autonomous within their prescribed limita-
tions, but are subject in the Iast resort to the sovereignty of de-
mocracy expressed through parliament. I propose a return, it may
be said, towards medieval conceptions of separate autonomies.62

While there is no evidence (that I know af) that Keynes's slím
pamphlet exerted a direct, blueprint-like, influence or even pro-
voked a general intellectual awareness of the issues he raised, in or
outside of Great I3ritain,63 the subseque:nt course of policy develop-
ment in most developed Western nations confirmed bis prognosis.
The fundamental paradox invalved has been excellently put hy a
Dutch scholar: .

f'
The more the private citizens succeed in orgallÍzing thet:rulelves

into powerful combines and associations for the promoting of their
manifold and often conflicting interests, the more they undermine
the conditions that are essential to the actual functioning of the
classical Liberalist concept of an automatically achieved equilib-
rium of freely competing societa] forces. And the more this spon-
taneous hannonization proves to have littIe relation to reality, the
more the government is impelled to interfere in order to secure a
deliberateIy regulated and planned mtegration of interests.64L

61 Ibid., p. 319.
82 Ibid., pp. 313-14 '(my emphasis).
8S The much later discussion of these Untei in the United States was, as

might be expected, even more privatistic and antiatafut than that of Keynes.
For a critical evaluation of this literature, see Hal Draper "Neo-corporarísu and
neo-refonners," Neto Polities (Fall, 1961), pp. 87-106.

84 Kraemer (fn. 34), p. 83.
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To this I would simply add another: the more the modem state
comes to serve as the indispensablc and authoritative guarantor of
capitalism by expanding its regu1ative and integrative tasks, the
more it finds that it needs the professional expertise, specialized I
information, prior aggregation of opinion, contractual capability \
and deferred participatory Iegitimacy which only singular, hier-
archically ordered, consensually Ied representative monopolies can
provide. To obtain these, the state will agree to devolve upon or :
share with these associations much of its newly acquired decisional
authority, subject, as Keynes noted, "in the last resort to the sover-
eignty of democracy expressed through Parliament."

This osmotic process whereby the modem state and modem )
interest associations seek each other out leads, on the one hand, to '
even further extemions of public guarantees and equilibrations and,
on the -other, to even further concentration and hierarchic control
within these private governments. The modalities are varied and
range from direct govemment subsidies for associa tions , to official
recognition of bona fide interlocuteurs, to devolved responsibilities
for such public tasks as unemployment or accidenr insurance, to
pennanent membe:rnhip in specialized advisory councíls, to positions
of controI in joint public-private corporations, to informal, quasi-
cabinet status, and finaIly to direct participation in authoritative
decision-making through national economic and social councils,
The sequence by which societal corporatism has crept into the
polity probably varies considerably case by case,85 but to the extent
that the Dutch partem is representative, it shows a peculiar circular
trend. There it began with local and sectoralleve1, joint1y managed
social insurance schemes (1913); then moved to abortive attempts
at establishing Conciliation Boards (1919,1923); to sectoral con-
sultative bodies (1933); to public extensions of cartel decisions
(1935) and labor-management agreements (1937), obligatorily
covering nonrnernbers and nonparticipants; to sectoral licensing
boards on investment (1938); to the reestablishment of a nationally
coordinated wage determination board (1945); to indicative na-
tional planning (1945); then back to the establishment of special-
ized Product and Industrial Boards, along with an overall co-

8S A atudy which ilIustratet this particularly well in a nicely controlled
cultural and developmental setting is Nils Evander, "Collectivs Bargainin~ and ,
Incomes Policy in the Nordic Countries: A Comparativf' Analysis" (Paper
prepared for delive!)' at the APSA Annual Meeting, New Orleans, Septo 4-8,
1973) .



ordínating agency, the Social and Econom_jc Council (1950); then
down to the establishmcnt of consultativc counciIs in each in-
dividua! entcrprise (1950) and, finalJy, to the creation of a national
level, joint coordination council for social insurance (1959)-right
back where they started in 1913.66 The resultam pattern evolved
pragmaticaI1y and unevenly, not by the unfolding of some con-
certed, grand Corporatist designo It moved up anã down from
enterprise to local to nationallevel; back and [ortli frorn a contem
with specífic goods and services (insurance, health, apprenticeship),
with specialized vertical production arcas (metallurgy, dectroTÜcs,
chernicals, retail commerce) and with broad horizontal sectors (ín-
dustry, commerce, agriculture); and siãeways from one issue arca
to another (wages, prices, investment, indicative pIanning). While
the Netherlands' osrnotic adaptation may be unique in many re-

~ spects, I suspect that a sequentíal plotting of measures of creeping
corporatism in other advanced capitalíst societies would not be very

- different.67

Thanks to the effort of Andrew Shonfield, it hardly seems neees,
sary to pursue these speculations much further. ln hís magísterial,
Mod~ Capitalism, he has dernonstrated in great detail how, in
order to correct inherent defects linked to processes of internal con-

e- centration and external competition, the modem "positive" state
finds itse1f simu]taneousIy atternpting to foster full employment,
promote economic growth, prevent inflation, smooth out busíness
cycles, regulate working conditíons, cover individual economic and

, social risks and resolve labor conflicts. Thís drastic modification of
~ the govemmental agendajnonagenda has in tum led to (and is in

part the product of) a major change in the relationship between
interest associations and the public bureaucracy, as advocated and
predicted by Lord Keynes. Shonfield llhhesitatingly labels this
formula as corporatist: "The major interest groups are brought to-
gether and encouraged to conc1ude a series of bargains about their

fifi The work {mm which this primitive sequential account is drawn
[Kraemer (fn. 34), pp, 54-65J Ieaves off in 195.8. No doubt further private-
publíc interpenetration has occurred lince then.

fl1 Not ali treatment5 of the emergence of !odetal corporafum plaee ~!

much emphasis M I do OD the role of advanced capitalism and the impera tive
transformatiom it forces on the modem state. Huntiord (fn. 22), pp, 87 ff.,
for exampJe, places most of his explanatory emphuü on the traditional agri-
cultural I}'3tem of Sweden, the role of temperance societies and a particular type
of industrial settlement (bruA:). Thomas J. Anton bases his ~ent on a
c:listinetive "Swedísh policy-making style and elite culture" (fn. 11), pp. 92-99.
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future behaviour, which will have the effect of moving economic
events along the desired path. The plan indicates the general direc-
tion in which the interest groups, including the state in its various I

economic guises, have agreed that they want to go."68
ln postwar Westem Europe, Shonfie1d finds this approach com-

peting or combining with two others: (1) intellectualized, techno-
cratic "indicative" planning, and (2) reinforced, direct econornic
control and ownershíp by the state. ln a series of thoroughlv
researched and well-constructed case studies, he explores the extent
to which this societally corporative approach has crept differentiallv
into European policy processes, alone or in combination with th~
other two. ln specific instantes, he e:mphasizes general hístorical-
institutional-legal variables,69 ideologica1 residues, 70 prior levels of
voluntary associational consolidation and decision-making style, 71
seriousness of dernographic pressures and econornic reconstrue,
tion,72 welI-entrenched conceptions of role on the part of organized .
interests,73 as alI providing a greater incentive for corporatization .

• 11 Andrew Shonfield, ModftTfl CaPitalism (New York, 1965), p. 231.
Shonfield goes on to rernark ; "It is curious how close this kind of thinlcing
was to the corporatiat theories of the earlier writers of Italian Faacism, who
flouríshed in the 1920's. Corporatism got its bad name, which has sruck to it, J
essentially because of .its association with the one-party state" (p. 233). ,

118 "The corporatist fonn of organization seems to be almost second nature
to the Austrians, I t is not that they are undemoeratic; they nearly ali belong
to their business and professional associations. their trade unions, their religious
and other groups, indeed membership in some of them is compulsory, And the
Govemment is in tum under legal compulsion to consult these organizations
before it tales legidative or administrative actíon of eertain specified kinds"uiu, pp. 193-94).

TO "It is interesting to find the old corporatist ideal which was deeply
ernbedded in ltalian pre-war thinking-the ideal of a balanced and responsible
economic group with quasi-sovereign powers administering it5elf--<:ropping up
again in this new guise" (Ibid., p. 192).

11 "ln Sweden there is a society in which interest groups are so strongly
organízed, their democratic basis 50 firm and their habit of bargaining with
each one another independently of the govemment so well established ... (yet)
the Swedish Govemment still manages to act in a decísive fashion when circum,
stances require it .... It just happens that it is the Swedish way to treat the,
process of government a! being in large part an extended dialogue between'
experts drawn from a variety of bodies, omeia! and unofficial, wh~e views are:
expected to be merely tinged rather than final1y shaped by those who pay their
salaries" uu«, pp. 199-200).

11 "The remarkable willingness of the trade unions to collaborate actively
in this policy ar. wage restraint is to be explained by their anxiety about the
future supply of jobs for Dutehmen" (Ibid., p. 212).

11 "The general point is that German Verbãnde have trnditionally seen
themselves a! performing an important public role, as guardians of the long-
term interests of the nation's industries, and they continue to do soo The
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Even more fa&:inating are his explanq_tions of why certaín Euro-
pcan countries have resisted, or better, not 50 quickly ar thoroughly
succumbed to this approach. For F.rance, he etresses the role of
specializeü training and corporate self-consciausness OD the part of
higher civil senrants;14 for the Uniteü Kingdom, he fineis the
answer in "the traditianal British view of tbe proper rclationship
bctween public and private power (in which) the two . . . are
thought of as utterly distinct frorn one another," as well as ~
tance by industrialists to compuIsory membership and jurisdiction. 7~

ln a bri11iant discussion of the American paradox-"the Americaru
who, IIi the 1930's, acted as the precursors of the new capitalism,
seemed to stall in their COUISe just when the systern was coming to
fruition in the We<ltem world--showing Its full powers to provide
the great gifts of economic growth, full employment, and social wel-
fare"--8honfieH searches for the causes of this abortive atternpr to
encourage corporatist forms of policy-making during the early New
DeaI (1933-35). He finds them in the internally competitive, over-
lapping jurisdictions of the federal and state bureaucracies, the
preferred Jeadership style of Roosevelt ("bis penchant for the role
of bargainer-in-chief, his evident delight in the exercise of a kind
of administrative athleticism"), in the active, intrusive role of
Congress in the administrative process, the juridical and Iegalistic
imprinr imposed on the American state by the speciaI role which
lawyers have played within it, and in the absence of amare profes-
sionalized, seIf-confident elite of civil servants.76 Whlle Shanfield
doe; carry bis analysis into the DÚd-1960's, it is too bad that it stops

1" before Lyndon Johnson and even more rapidly, Richard Nixon,
. who managed to transfonn this "ann's-length relationship with

private enterprise" (as Shonfield descríbes it ) fito something more
. c10sdy resembling the sort of "active huddle" which the NRA
;- corporatists had advocated in the early thirties.77

Modem Capitalism provides us wíth a Ver1table gold mine of
interesting general hypotheses concerning the emergence of societaI
developrnent one ob~erves since the war is that the approach to problems of
policy has become more consultative, with the emphasis on technical advice.
Power and in1luence are sti]] present; but the manner is different" (lbid., p.245).

74 lbiá., pp, 122 ff.

a Ibid., p. 99; also pp, 231-33 for a more explicit contrase with the Frenchtradition.
T8 lbid., pp, 298-329.

17 Mark Green and Peter Petka.!, "Nixon's Industrial State," T'he Nnv
R~fJublic, September 16, 1972, p. 18.
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corporatism and specific, ir somewhat ad hoc, subh)'pOthes~ ex-
p!aining its differential role in contemporary Westem politie, and
its emergent relations with other fX>licy-mechanisms of advanced
capitalist management. From rny admittedly less knowledgeable
vantage point, I would tend to empha.c;ize a Ionger period of bis- \
torical regress, for example, to include planning, rationing, mobili-
zation and reconstruction measures taken during and following
World War I and their impact upon subsequenr "public policy
paradigms."78 Add to these a more explicit discussion of certain
politicaI variables, such as degree of prior class tonsciousness and
intensity of class antagonism, extent of prior party-interest associa-
tion interpenetration (lager-type structures), ideological diffusion
and international climate, plus prior rates of political mobilization
and participation. Nevertheless, in cm understanding of societal \,
corporatism we are off to an impressive, if still speculative, start. i,

We are not so fortunateIy endowed at either the theoretito-
deductive or the empirico-inductive level with respect to state
corporatism, Of course, one reason is that there exists no com-
panion volume to Modem Capitalism entitled Dependent or De-
riued Capitalism-not yet. But this lack of detailed comparative
case studies or even good single country monographs is only part
of the difficulty.

Theorists-apologists for state corporatism are usually not very
hdpful. This, not so much because they tended to be less per-
ceptíve and personally objective than, say, Lord Keynes, but
because they were caught in a built-in contradiction between their i
subjective speculative task and the objective politicaI function they
were indirectly called upon to perform.

So, for example, there is scarcely a single state-corporatist
theorist who does not proclaim bis opposition to statisrri, his com-

78 Shonfield conCentrate~ almost exclusively on the post- World War II
período Only in the case of the United States doe! he systematica]]y probe
further back. Is it just a coincidence that those European eountries which
were neutral in World War I moved more rapidly and thoroughly towards
corporization (except Austria), than the belligerents? Also worth exploring in
greater detail are the divene policy responses to the Great Depre~siQn-aa our
rapid sketch of the Netherlands illustrated.

For the concept of "dominant paradigm of public choice" and its effect in
reducing a1temative courses of action, see Charles W. Anderson, "Public
Policy, Pluralism and the Further Evolution of Advanced Industrial S0ci'!ty"
(Paper prepared for delivery at the APSA Annual Meeting, New Orleans,
1973).



mitrnent to dccisional dccentralization and bis desire for eventual
- as__sociational autonornv. i9 Neverthcless, our theorist is awarc that
1 given the Iragrnentcd, ideologically chargcd. and class-divided na-
; ture of the political system he is operating within, singular, non-
conflictive, hlcrarchically ordered and functionally cornpartmen-

_ talized associations are not likely to be spontaneously forthcoming.
He therefore advocates the ternporary use of state authority to
establish these compulsory structures--and to remove voluntaristic,
competing ones--all, of COUl"Se, in the name of national andjor
public interest. Other than some vaguely specified referente to tbe
eventual emergence of a "corporatist consciousness" (bis equivalent
to the New Soviet Man), our theorist conveniently forgets to specify
the political mechanism hy which the state's authoritarian presence
can be ma de to "fade out," leaving those imagined self-governing
agents of decentralized decision-making behind. Perhaps the most
obvious case of this praxiological hypocrisy has been Portugal, li

/ on1y because Oliveira Salazar 80 repeatedly and (apparent1y) sín-
. cerely expressed bis fervent opposition to statism or even to any

form of governmental economic intervention, while presiding over
the creation of one of the most overbureaucratized, minutely regu-

\ ..lated, centralízed state apparatuses ever observed.
\ If such theorists can hardly be trusted with regard to the state,
then neither can one expect them to be entirely candid about
corporatisrn's relation to capitalism and specific cIass interests. One
of their favorite themes--admittedly one which is today somewhat
less loudly proc1aimed-is that corporatism from above constitutes
some sort of tertium. genus between and distinct from either capital-
ism or socialism-communism. Hence, while they are often capable
of decrying, in lurid and quite convincing tenns, the inequitable
and rachitic períormance of existing capitalist institutions (and of
conjuring up terrible visions of life under godless socialism), they
are obviously not very concemed with revealing how the forceful
implantation of corporatism acts as an instrument for rescuing and
consolidating capitalism rather than replacing it. Given the unan-

Te A partiaI exception wouId have to be entered for the Fascists: Botrai,
Bortolotto, Papi and Vito but not, for exarnple, for Ugo Spirito who even went
10 far as to suggest that corporazione should replace both private individuals
and the state 2S the basís for property and decisicn-making, therehy causing a
minor scandal at the 1932 Ferrara Congress ou Corporatism, Capitalismo t
Corporatismo, 3rd ed. (Florence, 1934) _ Interesringly, Spirito's works have
been recently reedited.



imous emphasis they place on functional interdepcndence and
group harmony, we should hardly expect thern to delve too deeply
into the elernents of class confiict, status antagonism and center-
pcriphery tension that such an imposcd system of interest repre-
sentation is designed to suppress, if not overcome.

ln short, as we atternpt to put together speculative1y some
hypotheses as to the contexts in which this state corporatist response
emerges and the possible .range of variation and sequences of im-
plantation it may encompass, we are not likely to get much help
from its manifest theorists-apologists, as we did in the case of
societal corporatism.

There is, fortunately, one interesting exception: Mihaíl \
Manoilesco. Manoilesco was a sort of Salazar manqué. A professor •
of political economy (aIthough an engineer by training) and
minister of commerce and industry for a short period in bis native
Rumania, BO he wrote Le Siêcle du Corporatlsme and its companion
work, Le Parti Unique .. after bis politicaI career had been cut short
andopublished them in Paris. ln the former he not only advanced
his cosmic prediction about the ineluctable future of corporatism.;
but he supported bis position with a complex, if schematic, argu-
ment--dements of which are strikingly modem.ê!

First Manoílesco asserts (other corporatist theorists to the con-
trary notwithstanding) that his conception of this system ar interest
representation-actually he presents it as a complete system of
politicai domination-has nothing to do, institutionally or ideation-
al1y, with an imagined revival of Catholic or medieval practices,
Not on1y does he doubt the existence of natural harmony in such
anciens régimes, but he accepts as defini tive and desirable the TUp-
ture performed by nineteenth-century liberalism and capitalist de-
velopment. His argument, then, is rigorously secular and, in his
view, both progressive and realistic, looking Iorward prospectively \
rather than backward nostalgically.

Second, Manoílesco makes his case on materialist grounds.
While convinced, like Durkheim, that properly constructed corpora-

80 For a brief description oí his role in relation to Rumanian politics, see
Andrew Janos, "The One-Partv State and Social Mobillzation: East Europe
between the Wars" in S. Huntington and C. H. Moore, eds, (fn. 38), pp.
213-14.

~1 ln the following summary of his argument 1 will not cite specific page
refercnces, except in the case of direct quotes, since the elernents ol his p':>siti;'n
are frequently scattered rather widely and I have synthesized them Ir-c!v. Al!
q~.!(_·tesare fr-c·rr.l~ht i936 e~Uti<=,n (fn. 1).



tions would provide the answer to overcorning modeITl man's moral
and spiTÍtual malaisc, integrating him into socicty through new

I communal bonds, the imperativc forces leading to corporatization
i were to be found in the politica1 economy of Jus time, in the nature
of ownership, production and distribution of capitalism itself. ln
fact, at several reprises, Manoilesco approvingly cites Marx,
although in general he regards mm as a theorist of the past rather
than the present century.

Thírd, Manoilesco denies that corporatism is rnerely a tempo-
rary defense mechanism for the mobilization andjor protection of
class egoism which will sornehow fade away when the conjuncturaI

. ,..threat has passed, Rather, he presents it as a pennanent institu-
o tional form, not intrinsicaIly beholden to any social class or even

to the maintenance of the status quo, capable of subduing particu-
lar interests to overriding national goals and eventually of trans-
fonning the capitalist basis of society itself.

I ln contemporary parIance, Manoilesco was a theorist of "ex-
.ternal dependence." While he occasionally hints at essentially
.internal political conditions, for example, "premature" radicaliza-
tion of the working class through ideological di1fusion, fragmenta-
tion and loss of nerve on the part of the bourgeoisie, urban-rural
tensions, decline of local and regional loyalties, that might con-
tribute to provoking a corporatist response, its essential "reason for
becorn..irlg" lies in the system of unequal international exchange.

Just as .Marx's theory leads us to understand the social phe-
nornena of the capitalist world and especially that of exploitation
by classes, this theory of international exchange makes us under-
stand the inequality between peoples and relations of exploiter and
exploited that conneet them.82

Corporatism, as he understood and advocated it, is an institutional-
politicaI response to a particuJar process of transformation that the
world poli tical economy and its attendant system of international

hrtratification is preseT1tly undergoíng. Its "dorninant cause" Iies in
,. the relations between peoples, rather than between classes within

national units. ln fact the latter are conditioned, if not determined,
by the forrner, The entire spectrum of politicaI forces has shifted :
"The Nineteenth Century knew the economic solidarity of class.

82 Ibid., p. 30.
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The Twentieth wil1 know the economic solidarity of nctions."83
Accorcling to Manoilesco, the dynamic elcment in this process

of world economic transformaticn consists aí a radical "national'<v,
demand for restruéturing the international division of labor and its)
distribution of benefits. Peripheral capitalist nations are becorning
increasingly aware of the disparity in returns generated by their
exchange aí raw materials and Ioodstufís for the manuíactured
goods produced by the advanced, earlier developing economies and
are beginning to implement new national economic policies, espe-
cially ones aiming at import-substituting industrialization and con-]
trol of foreign trade. This diffusion of industrializatíon and policy'
techniques was greatly accelerated by World War I, but is an
autonomous secular trend which can be expected to continue on
throughout the century, ln essence and embryo, ManoTIesco an->
ticipated the general arguments and even many of the specific
points of what twenty years later carne to be known as the ECLA
(Economic Commission for Latin America of the United Nations)
doctrine or, even later, the UNCTAD (United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development] position.

To tbis, he added a second, more static observation: the end of r
territorial expansion. The twentieth century, he felt, would see '
the exhaustion of both open internal frontiers and rnanifest external
imperialismo While he by no means could be credited with fore-
seeing the formal decolonialization of Africa and Asia (his per_
spective was strictly Eurocentric ), he did see that the international
system had in a physical sense filled out existing space. Borders and
Ioyalties were becoming fixed ; territoriality from bcing a variable
bad becorne a constant. Economic, social and politicai prohlems .
would have to be tackled and especially organized within constant,
zero-sum parameters.

These compound changes in international relatlons-the col-
Iapse of the prewar liberal econornic order, the rising demand for
equality of benefit and status between nation-states, the definitive
demarcation of territoriality - provided the materialistic (and
speculative) foundations for Manoílesco's ideology of defensive, na-',
tionalistic modernization from above. Each nacional unit, each
state, rnust benceforth act exclusively as its own agent in its own
interests and with its own resources, bargaining continuaI1y for
survival and se1f-advantage in a dangerous and unstably equili-

~3 [/.rid., p. 35.



brated international systern. Nincteenth-century assurnptions about
Iiberty and initiativc in the pursuit of individual selí-intercst and
the benevolent, self-corrective opcration of free and compctitivc
markets and political processes were no longer valido As a con-
sequence of these new tensions between central and peripheral
capitalisms and between all autarkicallv minded nation-states the, ,
twentieth century would irnpose new conceptions of justice and
fonns of politica] organization.

I Corporatism, he argued, would be one of, iinot the institutional
.response to these impératii: de I' époque. It alone would permit
the state to fulfil the new functions which were being thrust upon
public policy by external exigences, It wou1d emerge first where
those imperatives and tensions were the strongest, the southeastern
and southern periphery of Europe, but once successful there, it
would compel similar transformations in the organizational struc-
ture and policy practices of the earlier developing, liberaI-pluralist
systerns.

But why corporatism? Why this particular set of sous-instru:
ments de l'Etat as Manoílesco unflinchingly called them? IDs
argumenta are rnultiple, if not equalIy convincing and consístent:

1) Such corporations wou1d fill out a continuous hierarchy of
authority, thereby providing the isolated and irnpotent individual
with a set of well-defined intermediary ranks and loyalties "drag-
ging him into society" à Ia Durkheim and offering the politicaI
system the means "to resolve from a unitary and logical point of
view ali the specia1ized problems posed by the complex relations
between the individual and the state."84 To do this, Manoilesco
noted, these new units of representation wouId have to be int~gral,
not just cover economic interests as in Fascist Italy, but spiritual
and mora] ones as well.

2) The functional specialization of corporations would be
"technologícally self-determining" dividing the polity into vertical
units of interest aggregation which in tum wouJd enhance the role
of technical expertíse, depersonalize leadership and bring out
naturally balanced interdependencies between issue arcas. Moo Im-
portantly and specifically, they would facilitate the expanding role
of the state in national economic pIanning and internacional eco-
ncrnic bargainíng, .

3) By devolving authority from the state to "neatly defined,"

g~ Ibid., p. 74.



"never contradictorv" and "preestablished" interest hierarchie.s, the
state would be rdicved aí decisional and implementational re-
sponsibilitv over "nonessential" matters (wellare, health, etc.) and
could thcn devote more attention and effort to such "cssential"
tasks as internal securiry, externa] defense, Ioreign affairs, and
nacional propaganda. ln addition,

The multiplication of econornic, cultural, intellectual and
social functions of the state and the plurality of sources of public
power creates a new function (or gives greater scope to a function
already existing in embryonic form ) which is the [unction af
arbitration and coordination 01 all national activities. . . . The
imperatives of our time oblige the state to recognize these [conflicts
of collective interests]; they even oblige it to solve them. And they
make the state the most active and oolicited of arbitrators . . .
[Even more] the state must have [its own power of initiative]. It
must anticipate these conflicts of interest; it must have the initia-
tive over alI general decisions facilitating the coordination of na-
tional activities. lnitiative becomes a new function unknown by
the individualist state and embracing all manifestations of national
life.85

4) Corporatism through its cornpartrnentalized vertical pillaring
and internal hierarchy of authority would provide an antidote to '
the "spirit of class." This latter, outmoded form of "horizontal con-
sciousness" would be replaced by the new spirit of national soli-
darity and functionally interdependent organization.

Despite the fact that corporative consciousness is presently
weak, it wiIl always triumph in the end. Because in the limited
world we are entering toda}', where solidarity and organization
are imperatives for survival, there will be no place for artificial
social differences. Or, differences of class are mostly artificial and
temparary, linked to the exceptional circumstances of the nine-
teenth century.86

While Manoilesco implies that this ''benevolent'' ninety-degree
switch in the polarities of group consciousness would begin in the
periphery and come as the result of', rather than the prerequisite for,
the forceful impIantation of state corporatism, he hints that it wiIl

8~ Ibid., p. 131. This is the sarne author who thirty pages before had
claimed: "Between the corporatist conception of the state and the pure in-
dividualistic one, there is a certain coincidence in outcornes. Both systems result
(aboutitsNtl) in a minimal state"!! (p. 101).

~6 tiu., p. 107.8.



oe SUbscC]ucntJy transmitted to the cente. wheIe jts adoption ,~J1be
more spontancous and voluntarv:

ln Western EUTOpe, the owning class and the wor1cing class
will draw together, impelIed by the cornmon danger they both face
equalJy of w:itnessing the collapse of the industrial superiority
from which they have both benefited.81

Tactically speaking, Manoilesco observes that in the short run
"the best way to vanquish the actual antagorlism of cl~ is to
recognize it," that is, to incorporate "separate but equa1"
(paritaire) representations of owners and workers within the same
corporation, but in the long run it will no longer be netessary to
provide even such a simulated equilibrium, given the projected dis-
appearance of class identification.88

5) One reason Manoilesco was able to soft-peda] the coercive,
authoritarian aspects of the transition to state corporatism was bis
belief that the twentieth century would see a major change in "the
scales of moral and social values" held by citizens and subjects. The
past century's ideals of individual equality and liberty would be

'replaced by new collective goals oí social justice, baseei on differ-
ential rights and obligations according to the functional importance
of one's role in society; and the goaI of organization would replace
consensual restrictions on mutual activity in return for security and
higher productivity. Both of these new idoles de fépoque would, of
cOUJ'Se,have to be made compatible with and subordinare to the
highest ideal of all, that "indisputable criterion," which Manoilesco
exclaimed in a bum of totalitarian rhetoric to mean that: "AlI that
conforms to the national interest is just; al1 that is contrary to that

__interest is unjust. "89

As complex and suggestive (if schematic and deformed by wish-
fuI thinking) as these hypotheses may be, Manoilesco is rnuch less

1 explicit about the polities and the specific decisional sequence in-
volved in the transition toward this new form of interest representa-
tion. Pure (read, socíetal) corporatism, he conceded three years
later, can only be attained alter the widespread development of
"corporative consciousness" and such a high degree of national

BT Ibid., p. 108, fn. 1.
8& Ibid., pp. 108-9.
89 Ibid., p, 110.
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. . h "old' d« 'fi' 1" 1 .J •mtegratlon t at o . an aro CJ<1. • c ass ano partisan loyalties
had been eradicatcd ar, at lcast, severely eroded. lllis, hc adrnits, is
a long way off and, in U1e meantimc, those "impcratie-s of the
epoch" demand action, especially in the periphery. There, sub-
ordinate corporatism is the only answer: "It is natural that the \
corporations must be held in tutelage. The indicated tutor ... is '
the single party ... for a transitory period."flO

ln the present absence of compara tive case studies, it is not
easy to evaluate the merits of Manailesco's prototheory of the emer- I

gente of state corporatism, or to elaborate further upon it, ln a\\,
very general way, there seems to be a correspond-n-s- between the ,~
context of peripheral, delayed-dependent capitalism; awareness of
relative underdeveloprnent; resentment against inferior interna-
tional status; desire for enhanced national econornic and politicaI
autarky; extension of state controI through regulatory policies,
sectoral planning and public enterprise; emergence of a more
professionalized and achievement-oriented situs of civil servants;
and the forced corporatization of interest repre<Jentation írorn.
above. Manoilesco's beIated remarks on the specific instrumentality i

responsible for this change have been less well confírmed. ln no I

case was the single ruling party the prirnary or exclusive tute1ary :
agent. Rather, state executive and administra tive bodies tended to ;
act directly in both establishing and subsequently contro1Iing these --
new sous-instruments. The impIantation of state corporatism, in
fact, was compatible with a wide range of party tontexts--from
the no-party systems of Brazil, Greece and Áustria, to the weak,
reigning but not rnling, singlc-partv systems of Spain and Portugal,
to the strong monopolistic party systems of Fascist Italy and Nazi
Germany.

On the surface, state corporatism was implanted rnuch more
dramatica1Jy, quickly, thoroughly and rationaIly than was the case
with the hestitant, uneven, experimental, incremental, "creeping"
pattern of its societal cousin. "Bom at the stroke of the legisla tive
baton," as one French critic put it,91 overnight immense organiza-
tional híerarchies with sonorous names were created, covering alI
interest sectors and all levels of the polity with irnpre5.~ive symmetry
of representative and equality of access, Subsequently, these monu-

90 Míhaíl Manoilesco, Le Parti Unique (Paris, 1937), p. 134.
91 Emile Coornaert, Les Cot porations en France a,lant 1789, 4th ed, (Pr,ris,

1941), p. 293.



ments of political architecture persisted for years virtually without
juridical ar Iormal modification.

However, detailed analysesv? have not only revealed the ficti-
tious physica1 cxistence of many of these sonorous organizations
anel their marginal inftuence over public policy, but have also un-
masked their pretence of class symrnetry and equality of access,
Moving ruthlessly to suppress all preexisting worker associations
and to fiIl the resulting organizational vacuum as quickly as pos-
sible with the maximum number and most widely dispersed set of
new compliant worker sindicatos, the state corporatists acted much
more cautiously and "understandingly" with respect to producer
and owner interests, Preexisting, voluntaristicalIy supported asso-
ciations were tolerated or incorporated with their leadership and
functions intact; strategically placed elites were granted special
organizational privileges and exemptions, for example, the right to
form specialized national associations independent of the general
seetoral hierarchies; rural landowners, except for those cultivating
certain CXJXlrtCTOPS, were left large1y untouched, and associations
for rural workers, where allowed to exíst, were placed under their
local control ; no serious attempt was made to transfonn such pre-
existent, premodern corporations as the Church and the univer-
sities; corporatization of civil servants was expressly prohibited, as
weIl as other forms of associability for this situs; finally, either no
attempt was made to create "uniclass" peak associations of em-
ployers and workern (Brazil) or, where the atternpt was belatedly
made (Portugal), the resultant corporações have been run by and
for employers, ln short, what appear at fim sight to be architec-
tonic monuments of great scope, Ioresight and symmetry tum out

; upon closer inspection to be just about as Iimited, improvised and
. lopsided as those of their societally corporatist relatives.

Some of Manoílesco's prototheoretical assumptions about the
politicai functions and policy consequences of state corporatism

. seem to have been confirmed by its subsequent praxis, 1t has been
associated with the extension of state control over export com-
modities, sectoral policies of import substitution and attempts to
exert greater influence in intemational economic negotiations,
While by no means successful in eradicating horizontal (class)

1)2 This and the followíng generalízations about the praxis of state corpo-
ratism draw on my case studies cÍ Brazil and Portugal (fns, 19 & 26). The
Italian Fascist case, however. does not appear to diff'er markedly. See Roland
Sarti, Fascism. and Industriai Lead etship in Ltaly, 1919-1940 (Berkeley, 1971).



Iorms of consciousness, its imposition of verticalized decisional hier-
arCIDC'l and Iragmented interest categories has dcfinitely under-
rnined the cohcsion and capacity to act ar the proletariat and even
af the bourgeoisie with respect to general policy issues, It has
advanced pari passu with an expansion in the role of technocratic !

expertise and impersonal (iI not to say Iaceless ) leadership styles.
Most importantly, it has greatly advanced and facilitated oerselb-
stãndigte Macht der Execuiiugeioolt, that "process whereby state
executive power becomes progressively more independent" from
accountability to organized social groups, that Marx so long ago
suggested was the crucial eleme.nt in modem authoritarian rule.P".

Otherwise, Manoílesco's specific functional hypotheses have
not stood up 80 well. Horizontal consciousness shows no sign of'
disappearing no matter how suppressed. Class inequalities in access
and bendit have not been erased ; they have been institutionalized
and augmented. The decision-making load on the state has not
been lightened but burdened by the proliferation of dependent
functional hierarchies; far from being freed to pursue bold and
innovative national policies, the corporate state has been trapped
in a fantastica11y complex network of fiscal prebends, sectoral
exemptions and entrenched privileges which ties it close1y to a stale-
mated status quo. Popular demands for individual freedom and
equality have yet to give way to respect for organizational hierarchy
and acceptance of differential justice. Most striking, however, is
the total lack of confirmation in praxis of Manoílesco's assertion
of pious hope that corporatism frorn above would result in a secular
decline in the rate of profit, a devaluation of the role of entrepre-
neurial risk-taking, a diminution of the powcr of private property
and the emergence of a new social or collective mode of production .
So far, state corporatism has produced the contrary and one rather :
suspects it was always jntended to do soo .

v
"Kuppo!" said the Shah, shaking bis head.
Khashdrahr blushed, and translated uneasily, apologetical1y.

9S The expression ia from Marx's The Eightunth Brumairr. For a further
developrnent of these ideas, see August Thalheimer "Über den Faschismus" in
O. Bauer et aI., Faschismus und Kapitalismus (Frankfurt, 1967), pp. 19·38;
H. C. F. Mansilla, Easchismus und einâimensionale Gnellschaft (Neuwied u.
Berlin, 1971); and Nicos Poulantzas, Fasclsme et dictat ure (Paris, 1970); algo
my "The Portugalization af Brazil?" (fn. 1g) .



"Shah says, 'Communisrn.' "
"No, /{lIppv!" said Halyard vehemcntly. "The govemment

does not own the J::j,w1;incs. Thcy sirnply tax that p:1rt of industrv's
income that once wcn; inlo labor. and redistribute it. Industrv is
privatelv owned and managed, ~d co-orclinated-to prevent 'tJ1C
waste of compctition-by a committee of leaders from private in-
dustry, not politicians. By eüminating human error through ma-
chinery, and needless competition through organization, we've
raised the standard of living of the average man immensely."

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.,
Player Piano (p.28)

If we accept Manoílesco's belief in centennial Iongevity and my
hunch that it alI began during and irnmediately after World War
I, then we are present1y right smack in the middle af the century
of corporatism and hence condemned to live with it for another
fifty ar so years. Kurt Vonnegut's poetic irnagination offers tIS

the "comforting" thought that Iull corporatization will only come
in the aftermath of a third major world war. Nevertheless, barring
his vision of a future global conflagration precipitating further
change, and adopting a more surprise-Iree scenario, we may ques-
tion whether corporatism, state ar societal, wil1 manage to fil1 out
its century.

State corporatism is everywhere revealing itself more and more
costly to maintain through repressive measures and less and less
capable of providing the accurate information, semivoluntaristic
compliance and contractual complicity needed for managing the
modem capitalist state. The obvious answer, an institutional shiIt
from the irnposed, exclusionist to the invited, inclusionist type of

. carporatism, has yet to be made peacefully and incrementally. But
the transition to societal corporatisrn seems to depend very much
on a Jiberal-pluralist past, involving the following: a history of
autonomous organizational developrnent; authenticity of repre-
sentation ; protracted encounters hetween classes and sectors which
acquired distinct self-images and loyalties and, eventuaIIy, a mea-
sure of mutual respect; the presence of competitive party and par_
liamentary arena" to which wider appea1s could be addressed;
and, perhaps most importantly, on a previous pattern of relative
noninterference by the state which onIy gradually carne to expand
its role-s-and then usually at the request of organízed privare ín-\

., terests.

Countries locked into state corporatism at aTI earlier stage of



clcvelopment are Iikely to find it rnuch more difficult to cvolve
toward such a consens\lal solution There the cstab]i~hcJ p:1ttern
is one of asymmetric dependence, unauthcnti.- and fra,grnented
representation, weak associa tional loyaltics, suppres.~ed or rnanip,
ulated conflict, little mutual respect among groups, no effective
rneans of appealing to widcr publics and pervasív- state bureau-
cratic controI. 94 Under these conditions, it is difficult to imauine

~a politically continuous transfonnation toward societal corporatism;
rather, one Suspects that the state-corporatist system must first
degenerate into openly conflictful, multifaceted, uncontrolled in-
terest politics-pluralism in other words-a'S appears to be happen- .'
ing in contemporary Spain,

Established, societally corporatist systems are also facing new '
tensions which they, too, seern incapable of resolving. 9.~ They are
being bornbarded with dernands for more direct and anthentic
forms of participation, undermining both the stability of their estab,
lished interna] hicrarcrues of authority and their claims to demo-
cratie legitimaey. More importantly, they are being bypassed with I

inereasing frequency by broad social movements on the one side
and specific spontaneous protest actions on the other. The very
values and assumptions about society upon which COrporatism
u1timateIy rests, functional specialization and hierarchical organ-
ization, securitv and préoision, "productivism" and efficiency, eco-
nornic growth and mass consumption as ends in themselves, are
being called into question by these movements and actions. Here,
the prospective associational answer LOS certainly not further societal
corporatization, nor a reversion to past pluralism, nor even less a
regression to state corporatism, but may be some experimentation
with the sort of dispersed, nonspecíalíe-d, nonhierarchic, "hived-
off'," voluntaristic units, autonomously responsible for allocating
their values and resolving their conflicts, an intrrest system which I
we earlier tentatively identified as syndicalisr, Again, howevcr, the •

94 These condusions about the difficulties inherent in the transfonnation
from one type of eorporatism to the othcr are based on the study I have con-
ducted on Portuguese corporatism and are discussed more fuIly thercin; see
"Corporatist Interest Representation and Public Policy-}.faking in Portugal"(fn. 26)_

os These and other tensions and contradictions of ad\'anced societal corpo-
ratism are explored in Christopher WheeJer, "The Decline of Deferenct": the
Tensíon between Participation and Effectiveness i!'! Organized Group Life in
Sweden," unpublished MS, Beloit College, 1972. Also Ruin (In. 22).



peaceful and incremental route to such a svsrernic tldnsfonnation
has yet to bc Iound.

* * *
Marx once suggested tbat socíeties only recognized tbe prob.

lems they stood some chance of resolving. From this optimistic per_
spectíve, renewed awareness that we may still be in the century
of corporatism should contribute to making it the shortest century
OD historie aI recordo

The next century, that of syndicalism, already awaits its Lord
Keynes or its Mihaíl Manoilesco!
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